
Bayonets & Tomahawks errata – April 19, 2021 
 
Living errata on BGG: https://boardgamegeek.com/thread/2621686/official-errata-thread/page/1 
 
RULES BOOK: 
 
Clarification - p.16 - 13.4.2 Hit and Elimination Restrictions, 3rd bullet:  
replace italic text by "all non-Commander units" 
 
p.18 - 14.1 Supply Check, 1st sentence: delete "except those with a Battle marker"   
 
PLAYBOOK: 
 
p.2 - Game Year Example, Scenario Setup, 3rd paragraph: "the Victory marker starts at position 1 on the 
French side" 
 
p.5 - right column, first paragraph, 4th line: replace by "(…). Finally, 2 Fleets on captured Chignectou(…)" 
 
p.6 - end of last paragraph: add "The French draws a WIE chit (18.3.1) for the eliminated British 
Metropolitan Brigade."  
 
p. 9 - last paragraph: replace by "The remaining French AP of French card #34 is used elsewhere on the 
map (not shown) to move a stack of Indian and French Light units." 
 
p. 17 - left column, last paragraph: replace last sentence by "The already Reduced Royal Highland 
Brigade must be eliminated. The French draws one WIE chit from his pool and may place it on his WIE 
placeholder (18.3.1)." 
 
p.17 - Graphic (top of right column): arrow from French Artillery unit should point to Royal Highland unit; 
that unit should have a black "X" on it; and there should be no yellow glow around 43rd & 46th 
Metropolitan Brigade.  
 
p. 18 - left column, post-Battle graphic: as per correction on p. 17, swap Royal Highland on the British 
stack with the 43rd & 46th British Metropolitan Brigade on the British Losses box. 
 
p. 21 - right column "Alternate outcome #1", text in bold: add "AND non-Light units would remain:";  
replace "Its non-Light units" by "they" (to avoid repetition).  
 
Clarification - p. 21 - right column "Alternate outcome #2", end of last sentence:  
add "(but no French units survived)". 
 
CARDS 
 
Clarification - Indian #45, end of first condition: add "(to a minimum of 0 on Raid track)" 
 
Typo - Indian #53: correct "Kittaning" to "Kithanink" 
 
PLAYER AID 
 
p. 3 Battle Roll table, B&T row, Non-eliminated FLEET subrow: add "may" before "move to friendly (…)" 
 


